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Abstract—Data deduplication is commonly adopted in cloud
storage services to improve storage utilization and reducetrans-
mission bandwidth. It, however, conflicts with the requirement
for data confidentiality offered by data encryption. Hierarchical
authorized deduplication alleviates the tension between data
deduplication and confidentiality and allows a cloud user to
perform privilege-based duplicate checks before uploading the
data. Existing hierarchical authorized deduplication systems
permit the cloud server to profile cloud users according to
their privileges. In this paper, we propose a secure hierarchical
deduplication system to support privilege-based duplicate checks
and also prevent privilege-based user profiling by the cloud
server. Our system also supports dynamic privilege changes.
Detailed theoretical analysis and experimental studies confirm
the security and high efficiency of our system.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Cloud storage services are increasingly used for backing
up enterprise and personal data. One critical challenge for
cloud storage services is the sheer amount of duplicate data.
Specifically, there are nearly 68% duplicate data on standard
file systems and up to 90-95% on backup applications [1]. To
improve storage utilization, cloud storage services commonly
resort todata deduplicationtechniques which allow the cloud
to store only a single copy of duplicate data and provide links
to that copy whenever needed. Data deduplication can be on
the file level or block level. The former refers to storing a
single copy of each file [2], while the latter means segmenting
files into blocks and storing only a copy of each block [3], [4].
Block-level deduplication can thus eliminate duplicate data
blocks in non-identical files. Apart from improving storage
efficiency, data deduplication can save tremendous bandwidth
when outsourcing (retrieving) data to (from) the cloud storage.
For simplicity, we focus on file-level deduplication in this
paper, but our schemes can be easily extended to support
block-level deduplication.

Data deduplication unfortunately leads to the tension be-
tween storage efficiency and data confidentiality. Specifically,
cloud users have long been worrying about the confidentiality
of their sensitive data hosted by cloud storage servers which
cannot be completely trusted. A straightforward remedy to data
confidentiality concerns is to let each cloud user outsource
encrypted data to the cloud server which does not know

the decryption key. Traditional encryption, however, requires
each user to use a different key for data encryption. As a
result, the same data at different users will appear as totally
different ciphertexts. Data deduplication techniques, however,
require the cloud server to identify identical data. There is
thus a natural conflict between data deduplication for storage
efficiency and data encryption for data confidentiality.

There has been some effort to alleviate the above conflict.
Douceur et al. [2] proposed Convergent Encryption (CE),
in which the encryption/decryption key is derived as the
cryptographic fingerprint of the data content. CE can enable
cross-user data deduplication because the ciphertexts of the
same data at different users are now the same. In a typical
cloud storage system with both data deduplication and CE
enabled [5]–[7], a user first sends the fingerprint of the data
to the cloud server for duplicate check. If the cloud server does
not find the fingerprint in the system, it asks for the entire copy
of the data, and the user uploads the ciphertext generated under
CE and retains the key in a safe place. If the same fingerprint
is found in the system, the server returns to the user a pointer
to the corresponding ciphertext that has been uploaded by this
user or someone else. If the same data are needed later, the
user uses the pointer to retrieve the ciphertext from the server
and decrypt it with the saved CE key. To prevent unauthorized
data retrieval, a Proof-of-Ownership protocol [10] was later
proposed to require that a user prove his ownership of the
data he requests downloading from the server.

The seminal work in [11] supports CE-based deduplication
with hierarchical privileges. In their system, each user is
assigned a set of privileges (e.g., CEO, Department Head,
Project Lead, and Engineer). Each file on the storage server is
encrypted with the CE key and is also associated with a set of
cryptographic file tokens which together specify the privileges
a user must possess to perform a duplicate check for this file.
The storage server only answers the duplicate checks from the
users who can provide the right file tokens for the requested
files. Their scheme, however, allows the storage server to infer
which users have higher privileges: the higher privilege a user
has, the more file tokens contained in his duplicate-check
request. The disclosure of such privilege information is highly
undesirable in many scenarios and may lead to more targeted



attacks on high-profile users.
In this paper, we present a novel deduplication system

to prevent the above privilege-based profiling attack. Our
system targets a typical enterprise which uses the cloud storage
service. Each employee in the enterprise is assigned a privilege
on the level of 1 toℓ, where privilegei is higher than privilege
i+ 1. In our system, each data file is also encrypted with the
CE-based key and accompanied by a cryptographic file token
corresponding to a privilege levelj ∈ [1, ℓ] specified by the
data owner. Any duplicate-check request must contain one and
only one file token of some privilege, and the storage server
ignores all the duplicate-check requests which do not contain
a valid query token with privilegei ≤ j. Since only one file
token is included in any duplicate-check request, the userswith
higher privileges can no longer be identified in contrast to the
seminal work [11].

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

• We propose a secure hierarchical deduplication system to
support privilege-based duplicate checks and also prevent
privilege-based user profiling by the storage server. Our
system is based on a novel Hierarchial Privilege-Based
Predicate Encryption (HPBPE) scheme, which is derived
from hierarchical predicate encryption [12]. HPBPE is
used to generate the cryptographic file tokens for du-
plicate checks without disclosing the users’ privilege
information to the storage server.

• We propose an enhanced scheme called HPBPE-R to
support dynamic privilege changes, e.g., promotion and
demotion commonly seen in an enterprise environment.

• We conduct rigorous security analysis about HPBPE and
HPBPE-R and confirm their high efficiency by extensive
experiments on a real data set (the Nursery data set).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives the problem formulation. Section III discusses the cryp-
tographic preliminaries underlying our system. Section IV
outlines HPBPE. V details the construction of HPBPE and
analyzes its security and performance. Section VI presents
the construction of HPBPE-R as well as its performance and
security analysis. Section VII evaluates HPBPE and HPBPE-
R by extensive experiments. Section VIII reviews the related
work. Section IX concludes this paper.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we formally define the system model and
threat model as well as our design goals.

A. System Model

In the secure hierarchical deduplication system, there are
three entities (shown in Fig. 1):Enterprise, Deduplication
Provider, andCloud Storage. The enterprise is an entity that
demands its employees to outsource encrypted data files to
the cloud storage, and it wants to employ file-level data
deduplication to save its bandwidth and storage expenses. In
contrast to traditional CE-based deduplication systems, our
system employs a deduplication provider to facilitate privilege-
based duplicate checks, which is also used and called the
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Fig. 1: System model.

private cloud in [11]. The cloud storage stores encrypted data
and returns them to authorized users.

Each system user is an enterprise employee and is assigned
a privilege on the level of 1 toℓ, where privilegei is higher
than privilege i + 1. For example, the privileges can be
defined according to job positions (e.g., CEO, Department
Head, Project Manager, Engineer). Each encrypted file on the
cloud storage is associated with a cryptographic file token
corresponding to a privilege levelj ∈ [1, ℓ] specified by the
data owner who uploaded the entire file. A valid duplicate-
check request for the same file must contain one file token of
privilege i ≤ j (i.e., a higher or equal privilege).

We use an example to outline the system operations. As-
sume that Alice is of privilegei ∈ [1, ℓ] and wants to back
up a file to the cloud storage. To avoid uploading redundant
data to the file server, Alice generates the fingerprint (i.e., the
hash value) of the file and then a file token with our HPBPE
(or HPBPE-R) algorithm which takes the file fingerprint and
Alice’s privilege-based private key as input. Subsequently,
Alice submits a duplicate-check request containing the file
token to the deduplication provider. With our HPBPE (or
HPBPE-R) algorithm, the deduplication provider can verify
whether the submitted token matches an existing token in
its repository for the same file (i.e., same fingerprint) and
with privilege i ≤ j. If the duplicate check succeeds, the
deduplication provider requests a data pointer to the encrypted
file from the cloud storage, asks Alice not to upload the file,
and finally give her the data pointer. If the file is needed later
on, Alice can use the data pointer to download the encrypted
file from the cloud storage and do the decryption. If the
duplicate check fails, Alice uploads the encrypted file to the
cloud storage and also the encrypted file fingerprint to the
deduplication server to enable subsequent duplicate checks for
the same file by herself or other users. The communication
channels among Alice, the deduplication server, and the cloud
storage can be secured and authenticated via traditional TLS-
like schemes to prevent illegitimate access to the overall
system.



B. Threat Model

We assume that the cloud storage is untrusted (e.g., due
to a compromised cloud employee) and may want to know
the data content. So the users must encrypt their files before
uploading them to the cloud storage. In addition, the cloud
storage may try to inflate the bandwidth and storage charges
to the enterprise by not performing proper duplicate checks.
Therefore, we cannot rely on the cloud storage performing
duplicate checks, which can also prevent the cloud storage
from knowing the privileges of different users.

The deduplication provider is assumed to be a semi-trusted
honest-but-curious entity. In particular, it runs our system
operations faithfully, but it may be interested in inferring
the file content, the file fingerprint, which file (fingerprint)
a duplicate-check request is for, and the requesting user’s
privilege for each duplicate-check request.

Finally, some users may be malicious and try to access
the data beyond their privileges. They may also try to fake
duplicate-check requests of higher privileges so as to infer
whether some files have been stored in the cloud storage. We
also assume that the deduplication provider does not collude
with malicious cloud users.

C. Design Goals

Our system is designed with the following objectives.
• File privacy: Each file stored on the cloud storage must

be encrypted and can only be decrypted by the authorized
users knowing the correct key.

• Fingerprint privacy: Each file fingerprint must be en-
crypted with a privilege-based key before being submitted
to the deduplication server, and it cannot be decrypted by
the deduplication server or any user whose privilege is
below the specified one.

• Query privacy: The deduplication provider cannot infer
which ciphertext fingerprint any duplicate-check request
is for or the requesting user’s privilege information.

• Authorized search: No user can fake a duplicate-check
request higher than his privilege, and the deduplication
server can detect and ignore all unauthorized duplicate-
check requests.

• Dynamic privileges: Our system should have secure and
efficient support for the users’ privileges, e.g., in case of
promotion, demotion, and employment termination.

• Efficiency: Our system should be highly efficient.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we present some cryptographic definitions
and assumptions, which closely follow those in [12]. The main
notation used in this paper are listed in Table I.

Let (G1,G2,GT ) be three cyclic groups of prime order
q. Assume thatg1 and g2 are generators ofG1 and G2,
respectively.e : G1×G2 → GT is defined as a non-degenerate
bilinear pairing operation, ande(g1, g2)=gT 6= 1. Notice that
the group operations inG1, G2 and GT are multiplication,
and this construction also supportssymmetricpairing groups,
i.e., G1=G2. Some definitions are described as follows:

TABLE I: Main Notation

Symbol Definition
ϕ, χ the number of the files and the employees

q A large prime
Gi, i={1,2,3} Three cyclic groups of orderq
gi, i={1,2,T} The group element ofGi, i={1,2,T}
V andV∗ Two vector spaces
x andy Two vectors (gx1

1
, · · · , gxn

1
) and (gy1

2
, · · · , gyn

2
)

A andA∗ Two canonical bases ofV andV∗

~x/~v Plaintext/Predicate vector
α andβ The size of elements inGi, i={1,2,T} andq

Definition 1. (Vector SpacesV andV
∗). Vector SpacesV =

G1 × · · · ×G1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N

and V∗ = G2 × · · · ×G2︸ ︷︷ ︸
N

, Gi (i = 1, 2) are

both including N-dimensional vectors. For vectorsx ∈ V and
y ∈ V∗, x is expressed as(gx1

1 , · · · , gxN

1 ) and y is denoted as
(gy12 , · · · , g

yN
2 ), wherexi, yi ∈ Fq for i ∈ [1, N ].

Definition 2. (Canonical BasesA andA∗). A = (a1, · · · , aN )
and A∗ = (a∗1,· · · ,a∗N ) are canonical bases ofV and V∗,
respectively. Therein,a1 = (g1, 1, · · · , 1), a2 = (1, g1, · · · , 1),
· · · , aN = (1, · · · , 1, g1), while a∗

1 = (g2, 1, · · · , 1), a∗
2 =

(1, g2, · · · , 1), · · · , a∗N = (1, · · · , 1, g2).

Definition 3. (Pairing Operation). For x ∈ V and y ∈
V∗, the pairing operatione(x, y) =

∏N
i=1 e(g

xi

1 , g
yi
2 ) =

e(g1, g2)
∑

N
i=1

xi·yi=g~x·~yT ∈ GT .

Definition 4. (Dual Pairing Vector Spaces(DPVS)). Each
element of the tuple(q,V,V∗,GT ,A,A

∗) is of a prime order
q. Vector spacesV and V∗ over Fq are both N-dimensional.
GT is a cyclic group of a prime order q. These elements and
canonical basesA andA∗ satisfy the following conditions:

1) Non-degenerate bilinear pairing: It can polynomial-time
compute nondegenerate bilinear pairinge : V × V∗ →
GT , i.e., e(ax, by) = e(x, y)ab and if e(x, y) = 1 for all
x ∈ V, theny=0.

2) Dual orthonormal bases: Forai ∈ A and a∗
j ∈ A∗, the

non-degenerate bilinear pairing e satisfiese(ai, a∗
j ) =

g
δi,j
T for ∀i, j ∈ [1, n]. If i=j, δi,j=1, otherwise 0, and
gT 6= 1 ∈ GT .

3) Distortion maps: There exist polynomial-time com-
putable endomorphismsφi,j ∈ V and φ∗i,j ∈ V∗

satisfyingφi,j(aj) = ai, φi,j(ak) = 0 and φi,j(a∗
j )=a∗

i ,
φi,j(a∗

k) = 0 if k 6= j. φi,j and φ∗i,j are referred to as
distortion maps.

Definition 5. (Hierarchical Privilege-Based Predicate
(HPBP)). For a positive integers tuple~ψ=(n, ℓ;ψ1, · · · , ψℓ)

(ψ0 = 0 < ψ1 < ψ2 < · · · < ψℓ = n),
∑

t = F
ψℓ−ψℓ−1

q \ {~0}
(t = 1, · · · , ℓ) is denoted as the set of privileges, and∑

= ∪ℓt=1(
∑

1× · · ·×
∑

t) means the hierarchical privileges
(
∑

i ∩
∑

j 6= φ, iff i = j). Then, the hierarchical privilege-
based predicate is defined asf(~v1,··· ,~vl) for a hierarchical
privilege (~x1, · · · , ~xh) ∈

∑
as f(~v1,··· ,~vh)(~x1, · · · , ~xℓ) = 1

iff h ≤ ℓ and ~xi · ~vi = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.



IV. OUTLINE OF HIERARCHICAL PRIVILEGE-BASED

PREDICATE ENCRYPTION (HPBPE)

A. Overview
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Fig. 2: The working process of HPBPE scheme.

We assume that the enterprise has a hierarchical privilege
structure consisting ofℓ levels from 1 toℓ. A larger privilege
level corresponds to a lower privilege; i.e., the employeeson
the i-th level have higher privileges than those on (i+1)-th
level. Figure 2 depicts the basic operations in HPBPE. Assume
that a user (e.g., Alice) is of privilegeh ∈ [1, ℓ] has w
files to upload, denoted by{f1, . . . , fw}. In the PreProcessing
module, Alice generates a fingerprint for each file, denoted
by (fprf1 ,· · · ,fprfw ) = (hash(f1),· · · ,hash(fw)), wherehash(·)
refers to any cryptographic hash function such as SHA-1
[17] or SHA-2 [18]. In the FingerprintEnc module, Alice
uses a special key corresponding to privilegeh to encrypt
each ciphertext, denoted by (Ch(fprf1 ),· · · ,Ch(fprfw )). In the
QueryGen module, Alice uses another key corresponding
to privilege h to generate a trapdoor for each fingerprint,
denoted by (Th(fprf1 ),· · · ,Th(fprfw )). To perform a duplicate
check, Alice submits a query to the deduplication provider,
which contains the trapdoors (Th(fprf1 ),· · · ,Th(fprfw )). Each
trapdoor corresponds to a file token related to both the file
content and the user’s privilege. In the PrivacyQue module,the
deduplication provider checks whether each of thew trapdoors
matches any ciphertext fingerprint in its database, which stores
ciphertext fingerprints.

If a trapdoor does not match any existing ciphertext fin-
gerprint, the deduplication provider instructs Alice to upload
the corresponding file to the cloud storage. To do so, Alice
generates a random symmetric key whereby to encrypt the file
with a deterministic symmetric encryption algorithm. Alice
also uses her public key to encrypt the symmetric key and
then uploads the ciphertext key and file together to the cloud
storage. Then Alice records the file position on the cloud
storage and also the symmetric key in a safe place. Finally,
Alice uploads the corresponding ciphertext fingerprint to the
deduplication provider to enable subsequent duplicate checks
for the same file.

If a trapdoor matches an existing ciphertext fingerprint,
the deduplication provider contacts the cloud storage for the
corresponding file position via the Querypos module. It then
returns to Alice the file position as well as a transform key
generated under the Proxy Re-Encryption scheme [19]. Then
Alice cancels the submission of the corresponding file, and
she also records the file position and the transform key. If
Alice needs the file later, she can use the file position to
download the encrypted data file and symmetric-key file from
the cloud storage. The transform key allows Alice to decrypt
the symmetric-key file with her own private key even if the
symmetric key was encrypted under someone else’s public key.

B. Hierarchical Privilege-Based Predicate Encryption

The HPBPE scheme is based on dual pairing vector spaces
and comprises six polynomial time algorithms as follows.

1) Setup(1λ, ~µ): On input the security parameter1λ and
format of hierarchy~µ, it outputs the master key pair
(pk,sk).

2) GenKey((pk, sk),~V ): On input the master key pair
(pk,sk) and predicate vectors~V = (~v1, · · · , ~vh), and
returns a corresponding secret keysk(~v1,··· ,~vh).

3) Delegate(pk,sk(~v1,··· ,~vh),~vh+1): It takes the public key
pk, the security keysk(~v1,··· ,~vh) for privilegek, and the
(h+1)-th predicate vector~vh+1 as input, and outputs the
security keysk(~v1,··· ,~vh,~vh+1) for privilege h+1.

4) FPREnc(pk, ~Xh,fpr): For a user with privilegeh, it
takes the master public keypk, privilege vectors~Xh =

(~x1, · · · , ~xh, ~x
+
h+1, · · · , ~x

+
ℓ ) (~x+i

U
←− Fq and h+1≤ i

≤ ℓ) and the fingerprintfpr as the input, and returns
ciphertextCh(fpr).

5) TCompute(sk(~v1,··· ,~vh′ ),fpr′): It takes the secret key
sk(~v1,··· ,~vh′ ) (1 ≤ h′ ≤ ℓ) and the tested fingerprintfpr′

as the input, and output the trapdoorTh′(fpr′).
6) FPRTest(Ch(fpr),Th′(fpr′)): It takes theCh(fpr) and

Th′(fpr′) as the input and tests whetherfpr = fpr′ and
h′ ≤ h.

We have the following remarks. (1) For the security param-
eter 1λ and the privilege hierarchy~µ=(n, d;µ1, · · · , µd), the
enterprise runs theSetup algorithm to obtain the master key
pair (pk,sk). (2) To generate the private key for the employee
with the h-th privilege level, theGenKey algorithm takes
the master key pair (pk,sk) and the predicate vector~V as
the inputs, and outputs the secret keysk(~v1,··· ,~vh). (3) To
reduce the burden of the enterprise generating the secret key
for each employee, theDelegatealgorithm permits each user
of privilege h to generate the private key for each user of
privilege h + 1. (4) To encrypt the fingerprintfpr, the user
with the public keypk and the privilege vector~X runs the
FPREnc algorithm and outputs the ciphertextCh(fpr). (5) For
verifying whether the deduplication provider has a matching
ciphertext fingerprint forfpr′ or not, theTCompute algorithm
takesfpr′ and the private key of the current usersk(~v1,··· ,~vh′ )

and outputs the trapdoorTh′(fpr′). (6) After receiving the
trapdoorTh′(fpr′), the deduplication provider tests it against



stored ciphertext fingerprints with theFPRTest algorithm. If
the output is false, the deduplication server returnsnull to the
user; otherwise, the file position on the cloud storage and the
corresponding transform key are returned to the user.

V. DETAILED CONSTRUCTION ANDANALYSIS OF HPBPE

A. Detailed Construction of HPBPE

In this section, we detail the construction of HPBPE using
dual pairing vector spaces (DPVS). LetB=(b1,· · · ,bn+3) and
B∗=(b∗

1,· · · ,b∗
n+3) be two vector spaces in DPVS, whereB and

B∗ are bothn+3 dimensional spaces. The public parameters
for DPVS are (b1,· · · ,bn,bn+1+bn+2,bn+3). Each algorithm
of HPBPE is detailed as follows.

1) Setup(1λ,~µ=(n,d;µ1,· · · ,µd)). It firstly takes1λ andn+3
as the input ofGob, and randomly chooses the fol-
lowing parametersparam, B andB∗ ((param,B,B∗)

R
←−

Gob(1λ,n+3)). Then the master private keysk is ( ~X,B∗),
and the master public keypk is (param,B̂). Here
B̂ is (b1,· · · ,bn,bn+1+bn+2,bn+3), and ~X consists of
(~x1,· · · ,~xℓ), i.e., ((x1,· · · ,xµ1

),· · · ,(xµℓ−1+1,· · · ,xµℓ
)).

2) GenKey((pk,sk),(~v1,· · · ,~vh)). On input the predicate
vectors ((v1,· · · ,vµ1

),· · · ,(vµh−1+1,· · · ,vµh
)), pk andsk,

it uniformly choosesσi andη fromFq for ∀i ∈ (1,· · · ,h),
and generates the private keysk(~v1,··· ,~vh)=k∗

h on theh-th
privilege level as follows,

k∗
h =

h∑

t=1

σt(

µt∑

i=µt−1+1

vib
∗
i ) + ηb∗

n+1 + (1− η)b∗
n+2 .

(1)
3) Delegate(pk,sk(~v1,··· ,~vh),~vh+1=(vµh+1,· · · ,vµh+1

)). The
HPBPE-delegate is the same as the HPE-delegate [12].

4) FPREnc(pk, ~Xℓ,fpr). Given a fingerprintfpr, the user
with privilege h chooses a randomζ from Fq and
generates the ciphertextCh(fpr)=(C1,C2) as follows.

C1 =(
ℓ∑

t=1

δt(

µt∑

i=µt−1+1

xibi) + ζ(bn+1 + bn+2)

+ δn+3bn+3) · fpr

C2 =gζT

(2)

Besides, ~Xℓ is formed by concatenatingℓ-h ran-
dom vectors (~x+h+1,· · · ,~x+ℓ ) and ~Xh; i.e., ~Xℓ is ex-
pressed as (~x1,· · · ,~xh,~x+h+1,· · · ,~x+ℓ ). The ciphertext
Ch(fpr)=(C1,C2) is uploaded to the deduplication
provider.

5) TCompute(sk(~v1,··· ,~vh′ ),fpr’). To verify whether the ci-
phertexts containing the informationfpr’ and corre-
sponding to a privilege level no larger thanh’, it firstly

randomly choosesr from Fq and computesTh′(fpr’) as
follows,

Th′(fpr′) =(k∗
h′ + r · b∗

n+1 + (−r) · b∗
n+2) · (

1

fpr′
)

=(

h′∑

t=1

σt(

µt∑

i=µt−1+1

vib
∗
i ) + (η + r) · b∗

n+1

+ (1 − η − r)b∗
n+2) · (

1

fpr′
) .

(3)
6) FPRTest(Ch(fpr),Th′(fpr’)). It takes the ciphertextC1

and the trapdoorTh′(fpr’) as the input. The given
ciphertext fingerprint contains the informationfpr’ and
h’ ≤ h if the following equation holds,

e(C1,Th′(fpr′)) = C2 . (4)

Next, we prove the correctness of Equation 4. Let the
ciphertextCh(fpr) and the trapdoorTh′(fpr’) be the outputs of
FPREnc(pk,~Xh,fpr) and TCompute(sk(~v1,··· ,~vh′ ),fpr′), respec-
tively. The proof is described as follows.

Proof. 1) If h′ > h:

e(C1,Th′(fpr′)) =g
∑

1≤i≤h δiσi~xi·~vi·(
fpr
fpr′

)

T · g
ζ·( fpr

fpr′
)

T

· g

∑
h+1≤i≤h′ δiσi~x

+

i
·~vi·(

fpr
fpr′

)

T

(5)

∵ ∀i ∈ (h+ 1, h′), ~x+i · ~vi 6= 0
∴ Whetherfpr′ = fpr or fpr′ 6= fpr

e(C1,Th′(fpr′)) = g
(
∑

h+1≤i≤h′ ~x
+

i
·~vi+ζ)·(

fpr
fpr′

)

T 6= gζT = C2

(6)
2) If h′ ≤ h:

e(C1,Th′(fpr′)) = g

∑
1≤i≤h′ δiσi~xi·~vi·(

fpr
fpr′

)

T (7)

∵ ∀i ∈ (1, h′), ~xi · ~vi = 0

∴ When fpr′ = fpr,

e(C1,Th′(fpr′)) = g
(
∑

1≤i≤h′ ~x
+

i
·~vi+ζ)·(

fpr
fpr′

)

T = gζT = C2

(8)
When fpr′ 6= fpr,

e(C1,Th′(fpr′)) = g
(
∑

1≤i≤h′ ~x
+

i
·~vi+ζ)·(

fpr
fpr′

)

T 6= gζT = C2

(9)

B. Performance Analysis of HPBPE

In HPBPE, the lengths of the ciphertext, the secret key and
the trapdoor are alln + 3 group elements forn dimensional
vectors. Next, we briefly analyze the computational and mem-
ory overhead of the following algorithms:Setup, GenKey,
Delegate, FPREnc, TCompute andFPRTest.

Setup, GenKey and Delegate. In Setup and GenKey
algorithms, the major computation is generatingB̂ and B∗,
which each containsO(n20)=O(n2) point multiplications (ex-
ponentiations), wheren0=n+3 is the dimensional of the ECC



vector spaces in HPBPE andn is equivalent to the dimensional
of ~x and ~v, i.e., n=|~x|=|~v|. For the memory overhead, we
assume that each element inG1, G2 and GT is expressed
by αB and thatq is βB. Therefore, the memory overhead of
pk is α[n0(n0-1)+3]B, while that ofsk is n20(α+ β)B. For the
Delegatealgorithm, the computational overhead is the same
with that in GenKey algorithm, i.e., (O(n20)).

FPREnc and TCompute. In the FPREnc algorithm, the
ciphertextC1 is the result of the point multiplication between
pk and the fingerprintfpr, and the ciphertextC2 is also a point
multiplication result. Thus, the encryption time isO(n0). For
memory consumption, each ciphertext is ofα(n0+1)B. In the
TCompute algorithm, the process of generating a trapdoor is
also a point multiplication betweensk and the fingerprintfpr′,
and sk has the same dimensional ofpk. So the computation
overhead ofTCompute is the same as that ofFPREnc (i.e.,
(O(n20))), and the memory overhead is ofαn0B.

FPRTest. According to Equation 4, we can conclude that
FPRTest needs to executen+3 pairing operations. Thus, the
computation overhead ofFPRTest is O(n+3).

C. Security Analysis of HPBPE

Definition 6. (Decisional Subspace Problem with Irrelevant
Dual Vector Tuples(IDSP)). For all security parameterλ ∈ N,
IDSP advantage of a probabilistic machineB is defined as
follows:

AdvIDSP
B (λ) =|Pr[B(1λ, ρ)→ 1|ρ

R
←− GIDSP

0 (1λ, n)]

− Pr[B(1λ, ρ)→ 1|ρ
R
←− GIDSP

1 (1λ, n)]|.
(10)

TheIDSPassumption is that for any probabilistic polynomial-
time adversaryB, AdvIDSP

B (λ) is negligible inλ.

Definition 7. (Decisional Subspace Problem with Relevant
Dual Vector Tuples(RDSP)). The RDSP advantage ofB,
AdvRDSP

B (λ), and theRDSPassumption are defined similarly
as in Definition 6.

In this section, we prove that HPBPE satisfies the privacy
requirements for the fingerprints, the duplicate-check queries,
and the authorized search. In HPBPE scheme, the cloud stor-
age can obtain the ciphertext of the data files encrypted with
public-key encryption schemes, whose security depends on the
previous public-key encryption schemes. While, deduplication
provider mainly focuses the duplicate-check queries, and they
can obtain the ciphertext of the fingerprint, and the trapdoor.
Recall that the ciphertext for the fingerprint in HPBPE is
generated by the algorithmFPREnc, the generation of the
trapdoor relies on the algorithmTCompute, and the query
depends on the algorithmFPRTest. Thus, all the privacy
requirements can be satisfied if HPBPE is provably secure. We
have the following theorem. Before describing the Theorem 1,
we first introduce two assumptions as well as that in [12], i.e.,
Def. 6 and Def. 7

Theorem 1. The proposed HPBPE scheme is selectively
privilege-hiding againstCPA under the RDSP and IDSP
assumptions. For any adversaryA, there exist probabilistic

machinesB1 andB2, whose running times are essentially the
same as that ofA, such that for any security parameterλ,

AdvHPBPE,IH
A

(λ) ≤ AdvRDSP
B1

(λ) + AdvIDSP
B2

(λ) + 3ν/q (11)

whereν is the number of adversary’s queries.

Proof. To prove Theorem 1, we deploy the following five
games derived from [12], fromGame0 to Game4. Game
0 is the original selectively privilege-hiding game.Game1 is
an extension of the concept ofGame0. TheGenkey (instead
of Delegate) algorithm in Game2 presents the query of a
delegated key.Game3 means that the plaintext part of the
target ciphertext and trapdoor is randomized. The randomness
of the ciphertext part of the target ciphertext and trapdooris
in Game4. According to the security analysis in [12], the gap
between Games 1 and 2 is bounded by3ν/q.

• Game0: Primitive game [12].
• Game1: Apart from the following condition,Game1 is

defined as the same withGame1 in [12]. The adversary
A gives the challenge plaintextsfpr(0) and fpr(1) to
challengerC, who computes the ciphertext (C1,C2) and
the trapdoorTh(fpr) as follows and returns it toA.

C1 =(

n∑

i=1

x+i bi + ζ(bn+1 + bn+2) + δn+3bn+3) · fpr

C2 =gζT
(12)

Th(fpr) =(

h∑

i=1

v+i b∗
i ) + (η + r) · b∗

n+1 + (1− η − r)

b∗
n+2) · (

1

fpr
)

(13)
whereζ, δn+3, η andr

U
←− Fq.

• Game2: It is defined as the same with that in [12].
• Game 3: Game 3 is the same asGame 2 except the

ciphertext Cn(fpr) consisting ofC1 and C2 and the
trapdoorTh(fpr) defined as follows.

C1 =(

n∑

t=1

x+i bi + ζ1bn+1 + ζ2bn+2 + δn+3bn+3) · fpr

C2 =gζT
(14)

Th(fpr) =(

h∑

i=1

v+i b∗
i + (η + r1) · b

∗
n+1 + (1− η − r2)

b∗
n+2) · (

1

fpr
)

(15)
whereζ, ζ1, ζ2, δn+3, r1, r2, η

U
←− Fq.

• Game4: Game4 andGame3 are indistinguishable except
the ciphertextC1 andC2 defined as follows.

C1 =(
n∑

t=1

uibi + ζ1bn+1 + ζ2bn+2 + δn+3bn+3) · fpr

C2 =gζT
(16)



Th(fpr) =(
n∑

i=1

w+
i b∗

i + (η + r1) · b∗
n+1 + (1− η − r2)

b∗
n+2) · (

1

fpr
)

(17)
where ζ, ζ1, ζ2, δn+3, r1, r2

U
←− Fq and ~u=(u1, · · · , un)

~w=(w1, · · · , wn)
U
←− F

n
q \ {~0}.

We assume thatAdvHPBPE,IH
A

for Game0 is Adv(0)
A

, and the
advantage ofA for Game icorresponds toAdv(i)

A
, wherei ∈

[1, 4]. SinceGame1 is an extension of the concept ofGame0,
Adv(0)

A
(λ) is the same withAdv(1)

A
(λ). Besides,Adv(4)

A
is equal

to 0 by Lemma 4 in [12].
According to the analysis of evaluating the

gaps between pairs ofAdv(i)
A

(λ). We conclude that
AdvHPBPE,IH

A
(λ)=Adv(0)

A
(λ)= Adv(1)

A
(λ)≤

∑3
i=1 |Adv(i)

A
(λ) −

Adv(i+1)
A

(λ)|+ Adv(4)
A

(λ)≤ AdvRDSP
A (λ) + AdvIDSP

A (λ) + 3ν/q.

VI. H IERARCHICAL PRIVILEGE-BASED PREDICATE

ENCRYPTION WITH REVOCATION (HPBPE-R)

HPBPE only considers static privileges. In practice, an
enterprise user may experience promotion, demotion, or even
employment termination, in which case his data access priv-
ilege will change. In this section, we present a Hierarchi-
cal Privilege-Based Predicate Encryption with Revocation
(HPBPE-R) scheme to support dynamic privilege changes.

A. Overview of HPBPE-R

HPBPE-R considers privilege promotions and also demo-
tions. Recall that HPBPE allows a user of a higher privilege to
perform duplicate checks for and retrieve the files of the same
privilege or lower. If a user is promoted, HPBPE-R only needs
to issue the public and private keys of the promoted privilege
to the user, and nothing else needs to be done. For example,
if Alice is currently on the privilege levelh and is promoted
to the privilege levelh− 1. In HPBPE-R, Alice just needs to
be issued the public and private keys of privilegeh− 1, i.e.,
pkh−1,skh−1). In contrast, the privilege demotion is far more
complicated, as it involves all the users and ciphertext on the
same privilege level or lower. For instance, assume that Alice
is demoted from the privilege levelh to h + 1. In HPBPE-
R, all the users on the privilege levels fromh to ℓ must be
issued new privilege-based public and private keys, and all
the ciphertext data files and fingerprints on the privilege levels
from h to ℓ also need to be updated. In what follows, we detail
the HPBPE-R scheme for privilege demotion.

B. Construction of HPBPE-R for Privilege Demotion

The HPBPE-R algorithm for privilege demotion consists of
four algorithms:UpdatePrivilege, CreateUpdateKey, ReEn-
crypt and UpdateSK. After receiving a demotion order,
the enterprise needs to update the privilege vectors on and
below the demoted privilege level. For example, if the orig-
inal privilege vector is~X=(~x1,· · · ,~xℓ) and the demoted em-
ployee is of privilegeh, the updated privilege vector~X ′

is (~x1,· · · ,~xh−1,~x′h,· · · ,~x′ℓ). Then the enterprise needs to run
the CreateUpdateKey algorithm to create the updated keys
for ~X ′ and upload these updated keys to the deduplication
provider. After receiving these updated keys, the deduplication
provider runs theReEncrypt algorithm to update fingerprint
ciphertexts. These algorithms are detailed as follows.

1) UpdatePrivilege: Suppose that the demoted user is
on the h-th privilege level. To demote the user’s
privilege, the enterprise first updates the privilege
vector ~X=(~x1,· · · ,~xℓ) to the latest privilege vector
~X ′=(~x1,· · · ,~xh−1,~x′h,· · · ,~x′ℓ). As a result, the user priv-
ilege vectors ~Xh,· · · , ~Xℓ change to ~X ′

h,· · · , ~X ′
ℓ such

that ~X ′
i=(~x1,· · · ,~xi−1,~x′i,~x′

+

i+1,· · · ,~x′
+

ℓ ) for i ∈[h,ℓ].
2) CreateUpdateKey: To generate an update key for up-

dating pkh to the latest public keypk′h, the enter-
prise sets the update keyUpdateKeyh,1 as pk′h/pkh
and UpdateKeyh,2=gζ

′

T . Where pkh =
∑ℓ
t=1 δt ·

(
∑µt

i=µt−1+1 ·xi · bi) + ζ · (bn+1 + bn+2) + δn+3 · bn+3

andpk′h =
∑ℓ

t=1 δ
′
t · (

∑µt

i=µt−1+1 ·xi · bi) + ζ′ · (bn+1 +
bn+2) + δ′n+3 · bn+3.

3) ReEncrypt: Assume that the fingerprint ciphertext of
the h-th privilege level is Ch(fpr) = (C1,C2). The
deduplication provider re-encrypts the ciphertext by
setting C2 to UpdateKeyh,2 and then computingC′

1 =
C1 · UpdateKeyh,1, i.e., C′

1 = C1 · pk′h/pkh. The new
ciphertextC′

h(fpr) = (C′
1,UpdateKeyh,2).

4) UpdateSK: UpdateKeyi is the update key for updating
pki to pk′i, wherei ∈ [h, ℓ]. The enterprise also needs
to update the private keys for the employees on theh-th
and lower privilege levels. The latest predicate vector~V ′

is generated by the latest privilege vector~X ′, i.e., ~V ′ =
(~v1,· · · ,~vh−1,~v′h,· · · ,~v′ℓ). Thus, the employees’ private
keys are (sk(~v1,··· ,~vh−1,~v′h)

,· · · ,sk(~v1,··· ,~v′ℓ))

Therefore, the ciphertext re-encrypted by theReEncrypt
algorithm underpk′i/pki is the same as the ciphertext encrypted
by the FPREnc algorithm underpk′i (i ∈ [h, ℓ]). Next, we
prove the correctness of HPBPE-R for privilege demotion.

Proof. For a ciphertext Ch(fpr) consisting of C1 and
C2, the deduplication provider receives the update key
(UpdateKey1,UpdateKey2) (pk′h/pkh,gζ

′

T ) from the enterprise.
Then the deduplication provider computesC1 · UpdateKey1,
i.e., C1 · pk′h/pkh. In fact, C1 is a | ~X| + 3 dimensional
vector, and each element is the result of point multiplication
of elements inpkh and fingerprint fpr. So the result of
C1/pkh is a vector consisting of (| ~X| + 3) fpr. Therefore,
C′
1 generated byC1 · pk′h/pkh is equivalent to that generated

by the GenKey algorithm with the public keypk′h. Finally,
the deduplication provider assignsUpdateKey2 to C2. For
the FPRTest algorithm, although the enterprise updates the
privilege vector ~X, it also updates the predicate vector~V
satisfying~xi · ~vi=0 (i ∈ [1, ℓ]). Thus, the privacy-preserving
duplicate-request query after revocation can also be run on
the aforementionedFPRTestalgorithm whose correctness has
been proved in Section V.



C. Performance Analysis of HPBPE-R

In HPBPE-R, the efficiency ofUpdatePrivilege is rather
straightforward. Thus, we mainly analyze the computational
and memory overhead of theCreateUpdateKey, ReEncrypt
andUpdateSK algorithms.

CreateUpdateKey. To generate the update key
UpdateKeyh,1, the enterprise first generates the latest
public key pk′ whose computational overhead is equivalent
to that in generating apk (O(n20)). Then the enterprise
outputs theUpdateKeyh,1 by computingpk′/pk, for which
the computational overhead isO(n0). Finally, the enterprise
takes O(1) to generateUpdateKeyh,2=gζ

′

T . Thus, generating
UpdateKeyneedsO(n20+n0+1) computations, wheren0=n+3.
In terms of the memory overhead,UpdateKeyh,1 has the same
memory overhead as the public keypk in (α[n0(n0−1)+3])B,
and UpdateKeyh,2 cosumesαB. Thus, the memory overhead
of CreateUpdateKey is (α[n0(n0 − 1) + 3]+α)B.

ReEncrypt. To re-encrypt the ciphertext with theUp-
dateKey, the deduplication provider computesCh,fpr · pk′/pk
and assignsUpdateKey2 to C2. The computational overhead
for Ch(fpr)·pk′/pk is O(n+3), and the assignment overhead
is O(1). Thus, the computational overhead ofReEncrypt is
O(n+4).

UpdateSK. The enterprise just needs to generate a new
private keysk′ for the public keypk′. Therefore, the com-
putational and memory overhead ofUpdateSK are the same
as those of theGenKey algorithm in HPBPE.

D. Security Analysis of HPBPE-R

Recall the update keysUpdateKeyh,1 and UpdateKeyh,2
generation in Section VI-B, we conclude that the security of
the update keys is the same with that of the secret key in
HPBPE scheme. Beside, the updating processing also follows
the Equ. 2, so we enable deduce the security ofReEncrypt
to that ofFPREnc, which obeying the Proof V-C.

VII. E XPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of HPBPE and
HPBPE-R with six metrics: Setup Time, KeyGen Time, En-
cryption Time, Delegation Time, Search Time, and Update
Time. We have implemented HPBPE and HPBPE-R with the
Pairing-Based Cryptography (PBC) Library [20]. All exper-
iments are carried out on a server running Linux with a
Intel Core i7-3770 CPU @3.4GHz with 16GB of random
access memory. Besides, type-A elliptic curve parameters are
adopted, where the group orderq is of 160 bits, providing
equivalently 80-bit security strength.

A. Experimental Setup

In our experiments, we apply HPBPE and HPBPE-R to
the Nursery data set downloaded from the UCI Machine
Learning Repository [21] for a proof-of-concept performance
demonstration. This data set, containing 12,960 instanceswith
eight categories, has always been used in the previous research
on searchable encryption [22], [23]. In our experimental, each
instance is randomly defined as ah-th privilege, where the

front h categories are utilized to generate the vectors of the
secret/public keys for the correspondingh-th privilege, and the
rest categories are viewed as the random vectors. Here, the
category values are converted into elements inFq using SHA-
1 hash algorithm. To evaluate the efficiency of our schemes
for various instances’ number, we divide the data set into ten
subsets, and each contains 1296 instances. In the evaluation
of the encryption and query efficiency, we utilize multiple
subsets, from one to ten, to test the encryption and query time.

B. Experimental Results

Now we report the experimental results for the computation
and storage overhead of HPBPE and HPBPE-R.

Setup. The main setup overhead is to build the baseB̂ and
B∗, each involvingO(n20)=O(n2) exponentiations. Heren0 is
equivalent ton+3 (i.e.,

∑m′

i=1 di+4) and denotes the dimension
of the ECC vector spaces in HPE, andn is the length of~x, ~v.
Fig. 3a presents the average setup time with regard ton. As
we can see, the setup time is about 624ms forn=31, which is
a one-time affordable cost. For the storage overhead, the size
of the base field forG1 andG2 is of 512 bits, but the elements
in G1, G2 andGT can be represented in 65B, whileq is of
20B. Thus the total size ofPK is of 65[n0(n0-1)+3]B, and that
of MSK is of n20(65+20)=85n20B. When n=31, PK and MSK
are of 71KB and 96KB, respectively.

Key Generation and Delegation. To test the performance
for key generation and delegation, the experiments mainly
assume that there are no subfields for each privilege (k=1)
and the query contains allm’ privileges. In this case, we
choosed (1 ≤ d ≤ 8) privileges from the privilege universe
in each privilege to form a query. That is, the vector~v does
not have element0 ∈ Fq. According to Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c,
key generation/updating consumes relatively long time, while
the delegation consumes less time. The reason is that the
former is processed by the TA1 because it is usually a one-
time operation; while the latter is experienced by Level-2
LTA2 and users under a Level-1 LTA. Notice that the key
generation/updating time and the delegation time both scale
asO(n20).

Fingerprint Encryption Time . To evaluate the perfor-
mance for encrypting file fingerprints, we run the experiments
with two changing variables: the number of file fingerprints
and n (the length of~x, ~v). Assume thatdi=d, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m′.
We first fixd (e.g., 1,· · · ,5) and vary the number of fingerprints
from 1,296 to 12,960. Fig 3d only shows an instance of
the result ford=1. As we can see, the average fingerprint
encryption time increases linearly with the number of file
fingerprints. We also fixm′=8 and vary d from 1 to 5,
or fix d=1 and varym′ from 8 to 64. Our results show
that the average fingerprint encryption time depends onm′d
(i.e., n). Fig. 3e shows the average time for encrypting a
fingerprint, which scales asO(n20). Whenn=46, encrypting a

1A trusted authority, called TA, always need to be online, andassumes the
responsibility of authorization at the same time.

2A authorization of local trusted authority, named LTA, issues the search
capabilities for the employees of the current department.
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(d) Encryption-I
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(h) Re-encrypting

Fig. 3: Fig. 3a presents the setup time for variablen. Fig. 3b shows the time to generate encrypting and updating keys in
HPBPE and HPBPE-R, respectively. Fig. 3c depicts the delegation time. Fig. 3d and Fig. 3e show the encryption time. Fig. 3f
and Fig. 3g show the search time for duplicate-check queries. Fig. 3h shows the re-encryption time in HPBPE-R.

fingerprint takes about 652ms. Since each data user generates
the fingerprints for his/her own documents, this computational
overhead is quite acceptable in practice. For the memory
overhead, an encrypted fingerprint needs 65(n0+1)B, which
equals merely 3.2KB whenn=46.

Search Time. To evaluate the average search time for
fingerprints at the deduplication provider, we also carry out
the experiments by varying two variables: the number of file
fingerprints andn (the length of~x, ~v). The results are shown
in Fig. 3f and Fig. 3g, respectively. We can see that the
search time linearly increases with the number of fingerprints
or n when the variabled is fixed. In addition, the search
is much faster than encrypting a fingerprint because only
n+3 pairing operations are involved. In our experiments, a
single pairing operation with type-A elliptic curve parameters
takes about 1.37ms without preprocessing and 0.62ms with
preprocessing. According to Fig. 3g, whenn=31, the search
time for 12,960 fingerprints takes about 37.14s. Although it
seems time-consuming, we argue that this is still acceptable for
practical use on a much more powerful deduplication server.

HPBPE-R. Since privilege promotion is a fairly simple
operation, we only report the performance of HPBPE-R for
privilege demotion, which involves generating update keysand
re-encryption. Fig. 3b shows the generation time for update
keys, which increases withn. Whenn=31, the generating time
is 1.66s. The re-encryption time is shown in Fig. 3h, which is
also acceptable in practice as long as the privilege demotions
do not happen very frequently in the enterprise.

VIII. R ELATED WORK

Douceur et al. was the first to notice the conflict
between data confidentiality and deduplication in cloud
storage systems [2]. To remedy this conflict, they pro-
posed a novel solution named CE. For a messageM,
a user generates a keyK=Hash(M) and encryptsM as
C=Enc(K,M)=Enc(Hash(M),M). Then, the ciphertextC is
uploaded to the cloud server, and the user retainsK. If
another user owns the same messageM, he produces the
same ciphertextC because the same keyK can be derived
from the same messageM. In this case, the cloud server can
easily perform deduplication for the identical ciphertextC.
The CE technique has been widely adopted in [5]–[7], [13].
However, CE is deterministic and keyless, so it has inherent
vulnerability to offline brute-force dictionary attacks [8]. To
resist offline brute-force attack, Bellareet al. [8] proposed
a secure deduplicated storage system calledDupLess, which
can provide strong security guarantees. In addition, Liuet al.
[9] proposed a secure cross-user deduplication scheme without
requiring any additional independent server. The work in [11]
was the first deduplication system considering hierarchical
access privileges, but this system allows the cloud server to
profile the users according to their privileges.

There is also some work to prevent illegitimate users from
exploiting the deduplication feature to retrieve the files they
do not own. Haleviet al. introduced a security protocol
called PoW, which permitted the server to test whether a
user possesses the ownership for the requested file [10].
Besides, Haleviet al. [10] proposed several PoW constructions
based on the Merkle-Hash Tree [14] to implement client-side



deduplication. Another PoW scheme was also proposed in
[15], and its security relies on combinatory instead of com-
putational assumptions. None of these PoW schemes address
data confidentiality. Most recently, Nget al. [16] extended
PoW to encrypted files, but they do not consider hierarchical
privileges.

IX. CONCLUSION

Data deduplication is commonly adopted in cloud storage
services to improve storage utilization and reduce transmission
bandwidth. It, however, conflicts with the requirement for
data confidentiality offered by data encryption. Hierarchical
authorized deduplication alleviates the tension between data
deduplication and confidentiality and allows a cloud user to
perform privilege-based duplicate checks before uploading the
data. Existing hierarchical authorized deduplication systems
permit the cloud server to profile cloud users according to
their privileges. In this paper, we proposed a secure hierarchi-
cal deduplication system to support privilege-based duplicate
checks and also prevent privilege-based user profiling by the
cloud server. Our system also supports dynamic privilege
changes. Detailed theoretical analysis and experimental studies
confirmed the security and high efficiency of our system.
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